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Allan McNish: “It’s a luxury to have two fast and
aggressive drivers in the team”
• Interview with Audi Sport ABT Schaeffler team principal
• McNish talks about the biggest challenges in Formula E
Neuburg a. d. Donau, August 17, 2018 – In his first season as Audi team principal in Formula
E, Allan McNish (48) experienced a rollercoaster of emotions and a happy ending with the
2017/2018 teams’ title. In this interview the three-time Le Mans winner talks about his
darkest moments, best decisions, his thoughts on the future of Formula E and why it is a
luxury to have two aggressive drivers like Daniel Abt and Lucas di Grassi in the team.
The first Formula E season with you being the team principal was a thriller until the very last
lap. Has your heart rate come down a little bit since then?
I went on holiday with my family straight after the season finale in New York. Ahead of that
weekend I didn’t know whether it would be a happy beginning of the holiday or a rather
frustrating one. After the results we achieved, luckily it became a kind of celebration holiday. It
was important to get away and switch off. Since I came back, New York has already been out of
my mind and there is full focus on Riyadh and season five.
Champion of Formula E – how does that sound to you?
Sounds pretty cool, doesn’t it? It is great what we have achieved. But for me it is much more
crucial how we had to achieve it: It wasn’t by design – that’s for sure if you look at the start of
the season, but it was by a fantastic fight-back from both of our drivers and the entire team.
This is something I will for sure never forget.
Twelve points after four races into the season – what were you thinking at that time?
I remember walking out of the paddock in Santiago after another race with zero points. Daniel
got hit on the first lap and Lucas had to stop with an inverter problem. It looked as if all of the
potential that we had seen in pre-season testing was just slipping away and so was the
championship. At that moment, I would have never ever thought that we would keep the
championship fight open until the last race, never mind win the title at the last gasp.
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What do you think is the biggest challenge being a team principal in Formula E?
Coming into this position in Audi’s first year in Formula E was definitely a learning process. And
it started off with the big challenge of keeping everybody in the team focused when we
experienced tough times like we did in Marrakesh or Santiago. I’ve been in motorsport for quite
a while and I know that sometimes you can try whatever you want and things just go wrong. But
there is always a switchover point and we had to make sure that everyone kept their eyes on the
goal. The team and the drivers were nothing but exceptional in the second half of the season.
They definitely made my life a lot easier then.
Can you name a best decision in your new role?
Well, the best personal decision I made was to take the role because I am really enjoying it. One
of the best decisions we made as a team was to confirm and give Daniel the opportunity to prove
his performance as an Audi factory driver. He grew up a lot, he showed the speed he had before
but he also showed the experience that he had gained. I am pleased that we were able to give
him a good technical package and support in terms of engineering. I am sure he will build up on
that confidence and make another step next year. The two race wins to his credit are just the
beginning and there is much more to come.
And what would you write into the school report of Lucas di Grassi after this season?
Being on the podium seven times in a row once we got rid of the technical problems clearly
shows his level of performance, consistency and determination. The year probably started off in
the worst way possible for Lucas and our team and ended with more podiums in one season than
any other team in the history in Formula E achieved. And I think we all agree that the
competition was really tough with a lot of great drivers and excellent teams out there. And once
again he stood out as one of the best. Whoever took the big trophies for drivers’ and teams’
titles in New York thoroughly deserved it.
How do you moderate the situation that Daniel is chasing the much more experienced Lucas?
For me the way to look at it is very simple: We need to have two fast, aggressive, hard-charging
drivers and we need to have cars that deliver them race wins. If we do have that, we have the
chance of taking some titles. If we don’t, we don’t. And then sometimes we might have the
occasion that the two guys are at the front at the same time and unfortunately in motorsport
only one can win. I much prefer to have a situation like this than not to be competitive at all.
From my perspective, it’s a luxury to have two drivers and a team that are so passionate to win.
Daniel stepped up very well and probably a little more than Lucas expected. Now they are
pushing each other and that is exactly what we want and need.
How do you rate Formula E – considering it is still kind of a start-up?
I was not an instant believer that the championship would flourish to the same level it has.
Mainly because I have seen a lot of championships come and go in their first couple of years.
Formula E has been able to get that momentum much more than I, plus 95 percent of the
motorsport community expected. Now, Formula E has to ensure that it stays clear with its DNA –
and that is city street racing, taking the racing to the fans, close and hard competition, focus
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and the efficiency of electric drivetrains. At the same time, the series needs to evolve with the
technology that is available and make sure that it stays the exciting Formula E that we have
today. I don’t think Formula E should compete with Formula 1. It should make its own road and
follow it.
What do you expect from the future now with more big players like BMW, Mercedes and
Porsche joining?
It’s not that the competition is low at the moment, but I think it will get much more intense.
Right now, you have quite a consistent grid in Formula E and you can roughly work out which
circuit is going to be strong for which team. When the other manufacturers step in we might
have a bigger fluctuation through the course of the season with guys at the front in one race and
at the back in the next one. I can only see it strengthening the competitive element of the
series. It will be harder to get a consistent season together for everyone which is great news for
the fans and a tough story for the teams. But that makes victories even sweeter.
Season 5 starts in the middle of December. What is your schedule in terms of preparations?
Our new Audi e-tron FE05 has been running since the first group test with the other
manufacturers in March. Since then, we have done a couple of private tests with Lucas and
Daniel. From our perspective, we know where we are relative to ourselves and relative to what
our goals were – which is following in line. However, the good and the bad thing is that we don’t
know where anybody else is. So, it will be exciting to see all the teams at the only official
Formula E test in Valencia in the middle of October. I believe that the new car is a big step
forward – visually as everyone can see, but also in terms of battery, performance or
regeneration. Daniel and Lucas enjoy driving it a little bit more than the generation one car.
The all-new Audi e-tron is just about to get on the road. How do you like it?
At Audi, motorsport has always been a leader prior to the technology coming to the road. That
was the same with all our racing programs in the past. e-tron technology has been succesful on
track at Le Mans with us since 2012, is now in Formula E and will be on the road for the
customers later this year. This again shows the way we at Audi are developing road cars through
pushing the boundaries in racing. Personally, I have already put my name down for an Audi etron and I hope I will get it as soon as possible.
– End –
The Audi Group, with its brands Audi, Ducati and Lamborghini, is one of the most successful manufacturers
of automobiles and motorcycles in the premium segment. It is present in more than 100 markets
worldwide and produces at 16 locations in twelve countries. 100 percent subsidiaries of AUDI AG include
Audi Sport GmbH (Neckarsulm), Automobili Lamborghini S.p.A. (Sant’Agata Bolognese, Italy) and Ducati
Motor Holding S.p.A. (Bologna, Italy).
In 2017, the Audi Group delivered to customers about 1.878 million automobiles of the Audi brand,
3,815 sports cars of the Lamborghini brand and 55,900 motorcycles of the Ducati brand. In the 2017
fiscal year, AUDI AG achieved total revenue of €60.1 billion and an operating profit of €5.1 billion. At
present, approximately 90,000 people work for the company all over the world, more than 60,000 of them
in Germany. Audi focuses on sustainable products and technologies for the future of mobility.
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